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Abstract: During the study on shipping object recognition, we propose a scheme based on improved canny also extract 
the moving object in video monitoring. The lifting wavelet transformation is adopted to provide smoothing detection for 
the image edges and the smoothed images are analyzed and evaluated in this paper. We also use improved Gauss function 
for traditional edge detection to smooth cubic b-spline lifting wavelet. It adopts continuous frame difference method to 
process the motivating area and obtains edge information by Canny detection. Then an improved Hu invariant moment al-
gorithm is proposed to extract the invariant moment features of object images, which is also used to make automatic 
recognition for moving objects. The experimental results demonstrate the invariant moment values of the samples, ac-
quired by Canny operator splitting, have obvious clustering effect. So it can offer more accurate recognition for shipping 
images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Moving object recognition is an important link for dy-
namic tracking of shipping on inland and it belongs to the 
key research in the field of computer vision. But the accura-
cy of moving object recognition is closely related to moving 
object detection. The correction of moving object detection 
is directly affecting moving object classification, target 
tracking and further behavior understanding. In actual im-
plementation of video monitoring object tracking motion, it 
usually demands that it can detect and segregate the objects 
real-timely. The main task of object tracking is extracting 
moving object from video sequence. The common moving 
target detection algorithms include frame difference, back-
ground subtraction, optical flow and motion energy [1]. Ac-
cording to difference of actual application requirement, dif-
ferent detection algorithms are acquired in compromise 
among reliability, real-time and accuracy. The operation 
process of optical flow method and motion energy is very 
complicated and it has higher hardware requirement for 
computer. So it is very difficult to satisfy the requirement of 
real-time processing. Heeling error has strong adaptability 
and good robustness in dynamic environment, so it is suited 
to different dynamic environments. However, all related fea-
ture pixel points cannot be completely extracted and the 
cavity is easily produced inside the moving entity. 

Many scholars and researchers propose to use artificial 
intelligence and pattern recognition to identify the detected  
 
 

 
 

objects to acquire accurate target recognition for ships. 
Srinivas, et al. [2] adopt the image processing and neural 
network technology to propose a static photos-based method 
to classify the ships. The photos features are extracted by 
image processing and these features are taken as the input of 
multi-level feed-forward neural network. Guo et al. in 
literature [3] discuss multi-sensor information fusion and 
AFNN-based object recognition in shipping classification. 
This method can be applied to the command and control sys-
tem such as civil aviation, military affairs, etc. Toumi et al. 
[4] chooses the power spectrum characteristics extraction 
and bi-spectrum feature extraction algorithms. After the fea-
tures are extracted, they use back propagation (BP) neural 
network model. Then the BP neural network is established 
and the network is trained to provide experiment results for 
recognition. Under complicated background of video surveil-
lance, Zhang et al. [5] propose the recognition method based 
on inter-frame difference method and moment invariant fea-
tures. In moving object detection algorithms, the definite 
pixel area is performed data analysis at first. The moving 
signals will be generated by data difference between frames 
to capture the moving objects in scenes. In the object recog-
nition method, the moment invariant feature is extracted and 
the vectors used for standardization. Then the genetic wave-
let neural network is adopted as mode discriminator to make 
automatic recognition of moving targets. PING et al. [6] 
study the accurate detection and tracking of moving ships in 
inland river navigation. Since traditional feature detection 
tracking method of singular gray cannot effectively describe 
the ship objects, they propose a shipping detection tracking 
method based on feature fusion and fuse gray feature to de-
scribe the moving objects. The examples of filtering algo-
rithm are also used to establish observation probability mod-
el for the detection and tracking of moving ships. 
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From above researches it shows that the significance of 
moving object recognition has higher implementation value. 
Based on traditional target recognition method, image pro-
cessing, neural network method and artificial intelligence, 
the ships on Inland River can be recognized to get accurate 
recognition effects. Then, the tracking algorithm is designed 
to track the recognized ships real-timely and to provide reli-
able basis for further behaviors of ships. Therefore, this pa-
per introduces object edge detection and integrates the object 
edge information to the difference method. It not only re-
moves the outliers but also offers more coherence for the 
object edge. It can provide complete detection objects and 
effectively avoids the interruption of noise and other factors. 
According to obtained edge features of the object images, an 
improved Hu invariant moment method is proposed to ex-
tract the invariant moment features of ships. Meanwhile, the 
effects of our improved algorithm are verified by theory and 
practice. 

2. VIDEO IMAGE PRETREATMENT 

Video detection is an effective means for navigational 
ships base surveillance on inland. It is an object detection 
technology with short distance and non-contact. So it has 
characteristics of high image resolution, visual observation, 
convenient materials transmission, convenient recycling, etc 
[7]. The image information of ship objects are detected to be 
gathered and these information are processed to describe the 
location and qualitative of objects. The CCTV video devices 
are usually installed at the front end of ocean ships, maritime 
patrol boat and the nearest coast-based high point of river 
surface. Thus, the quality of collected ship images is affected 
by multiple factors such as light, water traces, raindrop, 
heavy fog, etc. Meanwhile, due to the performance influence 
of video equipment, the obtained image sequence usually 
contains some noise. So the binaries image will have some 
isolated points and small gaps, which will influence the mov-
ing objects detection. Therefore, the original image of col-
lected ships is filtered at first before calculation, so the im-
ages can be adjusted to reveal moving objects in image for 
further image segregation. The common image filter de-
nosing methods include median filter, mean filter, wavelet 
filter, etc [8]. People will apply median filter to process iso-
lated noise points in image sequence usually, but the median 
filter process has noise dispersion and detail preservation. 
Thus, this paper proposes a two-dimensional wavelet trans-
formation filter method to process the image noise.  

The shipping image can be seen as an energy constraint 
two-dimensional signal fundamentally, whose noise is elimi-
nated by two-dimensional wavelet transformation. This pa-
per proposes an image denoising method based on two-
dimensional wavelet threshold transformation. The theoreti-
cal basis of two-dimensional threshold image denoising is: 
the wavelet transformation especially orthogonal wavelet 
transformation has strong correlation in data removing. It 
concentrates the signal energy in wavelet are in some large 
wavelet coefficients. However, the energy of image noise is 
distributed in the whole wavelet area. Therefore, after it is 
decomposed by wavelet, the wavelet coefficient amplitude 
will be larger than coefficient amplitude of noise. The wave-
let coefficient with large amplitude usually takes signal as 

the major part, while the coefficients with little amplitude 
may be noise in a large part. Therefore, we can preserve the 
signal coefficient by threshold method to reduce the noise 
coefficient to zero, to eliminate the noise of object images. 

3. SHIPPING RECOGNITION BASED ON OBJECT 
FEATURE EXTRACTION 

3.1. Image Denoısıng Based on B-Splıne Wavelet Trans-
formatıon 

Under general case, there are two objects for image 
smoothing: one is strengthening the pseudo-edge of image, 
including the weak edge; the other is internal smoothing of 
area aiming at the noise points. So we adopt cubic b-spline 
lifting wavelet in this paper. It can smooth the internal areas 
and strengthens the edge of image, which eliminates the con-
flict between above two problems. The cubic b-spline func-
tion and its first derivative are smoothing function and wave-
let function [9]. Let 
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The task of our system is determining the smoothing fil-
ter for an image with cubic b-spline parameters. We take 
account the effect of demand and noise in the image to adjust 
specific parameters. The convolution template in a  3! 3  
domain is: 
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This paper lifts the cubic b-spline with the mode of paral-
lel ranks. Because it has fast running speed and relative oc-
cupation on RAM. The computation for nonlinear lifting is 
small. The procedures in detail: 

 Step 1: Spiltting. The original image 0x  is split into 

three detailed high frequency parameters
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Step 2: Updating. The decision operator C is used to up-
date x with the value which has the strongest relation to x  
from all directions by y . The definitions of decision opera-
tor C and updating operator U are: 
* (1) (2) (3)( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ), ( , ))y m n C y m n y m n y m n=   (4) 

* *
0( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ))x m n U x m n y m n=   (5) 

Step 3: Prediction. We use updated approximate low fre-
quency parameter x* to predict detailed high frequency pa-
rameters y(i). Then the original y(i) will be replaced by pre-
dicted error *( )iy , that is, 

  
y

( i)*

(m,n) = P(x
*(m,n),

  y
( i) (m,n)), i = 1,2,3 . The definition of prediction operator P is: 

  

P(x
*(m,n), y

( i) (m,n)) =

           y( i) (m,n)!C( y
(1) (m,n), y

(2) (m,n), y
(3) (m,n)) / 2

 
(6) 

The inverse process of wavelet lifting has three steps: fil-
ter, update and integration. When an image is decomposed 
by lifting wavelet it will be divided into four parts of param-
eters: low frequency contour, vertical high frequency, hori-
zontal high frequency and diagonal high frequency. To better 
extract the maximum edge information for the image, we 
first smooth each parameter. Then inverse transformation of 
the lifting wavelet is performed to each parameter. So the 
strengthened images after smoothing can meet the demand 
for edge detection. The process in detail is described as Fig. 
(1). 

3.2. Invarıant Moment Feature Extractıon of Shıpıng 
Images  

If one ship image is looked as a two-dimensional density 
distribution f(x,y) and it is the Gray distribution function. 
The definition of its two-dimensional (p+q) order geometric 
moments mpq [10] is: 

  

m
pq
= x p yq f (x, y)dx dy
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(7) 

 

 ξ is the pixel space area of light function, that is, the 
domain range of f(x,y). Assuming f(x,y) is piecewise and 
continuous bounded function and its value is not zero in lim-
ited area on the plane, the moments of all the orders will be 
determined only by f(x,y), according to uniqueness theorem 
[11], and vice versa. mpq has relation to the location of coor-
dinates. It has not translation invariance so it can not be tak-
en as features. To satisfy the translation invariance we can 
move the coordinate origin of moment function to the center 
of image. Then the geometric features computed relative to 
light center can be defined as the center distance: 
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x0, y0 are the light centroid of gray image f(x,y). 
0 10 00/x g g= , 

0 01 00/y g g= . Based on the definition of the center 
distance we can get the normalized center distance: 
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From above derivations we find that the geometric mo-
ments and centre distance can be used to describe the form of 
image, and the centre distance has no relation with the trans-
lation. Then the invariant moment invariants are created as: 
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Fig. (1). Image smoothing and strengthening process with cubic b-spline lifting wavelet. 
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These seven moment invariants have invariance in the 
translation, scaling, mirroring and rotation. But it has large 
dynamic changing range at the same time. It may cause 
negative value when extracting the features of object images. 
For convenience of the moment of objects and sequent neu-
ral network classification, we adopt logarithmic values to 
shrink the dynamic range. Thus the moment invariant in ac-
tual is: 

  
h

k
=|1g | G || (k = 1,2,3,...,7)  (11)  

In actual implementation, acquired object images 
have difference not only in location and rotating states, 
but also in change scale and contrast. So aiming at ac-
quiring the moment value as close as possible, after 
rotation, scale change or contrast change of the object 
images, we assume two images f1(x,y) and 
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difference in the factors mentioned above. Their relation can 
be believed as the following equations: 
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a is the contrast change factor of image; λ is scale change 
factor of image; β is the angle of rotation; a and b respective 
 

 

ly denote the displacement in x-axis direction and y-axis 
direction. We compute seven invariant moments of 

1( , )f x y  
and 

2 ( ', ')f x y  by logarithm and construct new invariant mo-
ments with equation 13: 

1 1 1/M h h= , 
2 1 2 1 2( ) / ( )M h h h h= + − , 

3 3 2 1/M h h h= , 
4 4 3/M h h= , 

5 5 4/M h h= , 
6 6 4 1/M h h h= , 

7 7 5/M h h= . 

Then we get 7 new invariant moments with the improved 
algorithms. They have invariance in translation, scale and 
rotation under discrete conditions. So they can be taken as 
the features of shipping images for object recognition classi-
fication and matching. 

4. EXPERİMENTS RESULTS ANALYSİS 

4.1. The Denoising Effect Comparison  

To verify the accuracy and reliability, we select random 
images of shipping series in MATLAB for simulations. The 
motivation background of the series of images is relatively 
simple with shrinking size of the motion objects. There is 
almost no other motivating background except the interfer-
ence of water ripples, which provides ensuring to extract 
motivating objects effectively. The edge detection with im-
proved canny operator is performed on the image and the 
results are shown in Fig. (2). 

 
 
 

  

(a) Original figure          (b) Noising image 

  

(c) Gauss smoothing with canny operator       (d) Cubic b-spline lifting wavelet smoothing 

Fig. (2). Cubic b-spline lifting wavelet and Gauss smoothing effects. 
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From above figures we can intuitively see that the edge 
detection method based on the integration of cubic b-spine 
lifting wavelet and improved Canny operator has positioning 
accuracy for detection results and its denoising ability is 
strong. Our method makes full use of the feature of lifting 
wavelet transformation in multi-resolution analysis of noise 
suppression, and keeps the advantage of Canny operator for 
smoothing connection. By the edge detection on multiple 
images it is found that the algorithm in this paper shows bet-
ter performance in denoising ability and edge positioning 
effect. 

From the statistics of specific edge points of images as 
shown in Table 1, we can see that the number of edge detec-
tion points of our algorithm is more than that of the scheme 
with traditional wavelet and Canny edge detection. The same 
results can be acquired by large amount of experiments. 
From the comparison of three norms in Canny, we find our 
algorithm really has improvement in SNR and positioning. 
Though the time consumption is not reduced greatly, it is 
almost the same as Canny algorithm. Therefore, the detected 
image edge with lifting wavelet and improved Canny algo-
rithm has rich detailed information, it can depict the infor-
mation of original image completely and keeps better con-
sistency.  

4.2. Clustering Analysis of Object Image Features 

Since the categories of inland ships are various, this pa-
per select 4 common types of ships for study from the gath-
ered shipping video series. They are container ships, bulk 
carriers, passenger ships and boats. We select 5 pieces of 
each type and the total number is 20. First we adopt the 
recognition method based on edge detection mentioned 
above to process given samples. The shipping objects are 
extracted as the processing objects for the next moment fea-
ture value extraction. To verify the effectiveness of algo-
rithm and extract accurate moment data, we choose the mo-
ment value of original images and extracted images of the 
samples. Then the clustering analysis is performed in select-
ed 4 types of ships. If extracted features of object images can 
differentiate each object with other objects, satisfying the 
system demand, the selected feature value is effective. The 
clustering analysis on moment feature value of object images 
is shown in the following figures (We only list parts of the 
results for abbreviation). The four broken lines respectively 
denote the feature value distribution of four types of ships. 

 
 
 
 

Similarly we can acquire the other four clustering results 
of improved algorithm. From the comparisons of above fig-
ures we know that the data by direct extraction for invariant 
moment of the original images are disorganized and has no 
rules to follow, which cause big difficulty to the next classi-
fication (Fig. 3). While the curves in improved algorithm 
show the invariant moments have better ability in differentia-
tion. They can differentiate the invariant moments of differ-
ent types of images by data pretreatment and image segmen-
tation. If the curves are far away it means the differentiation 
ability is strong and it is conducive to classification; If the 
curves are close and there is a intersection among them it 
means the features are closed and the differentiation ability 
is weak, tending to cause recognition errors. By the analysis 
on the clustering ability of 7 features, it is found that though 
there exists intersection and isolated features have drastic 
jumps, most of the features can differentiate the four kinds of 
objects waiting to be recognized. It verifies the features have 
better clustering ability. Analyzed in actual cases, the catego-
ries of inland ships are various and some ships are not stipu-
lated to engage some kind of loading task, so it is hard to 
differentiate the type of ships just by contour and appearance. 
That will cause overlap of feature data representing different 
ships, influencing the accuracy of recognition system. When 
such cases emerge, it still needs artificial assistant recogni-
tion to judge the types of ship. 

CONCLUSION 

For the problems of AIS and VTS on object recognition 
for shipping, this paper uses the video as assistant means to 
make up the defects and improve the recognition accuracy on 
shipping object. At first, aiming at the deficiency of tradi-
tional moving objects detection, we further study the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of wavelet to process images, it 
combines theoretical basis of classical Canny operator and 
adopts the integrated cubic b-spline lift wavelet to improve 
the Canny operator edge detection algorithm. Then, the im-
proved Hu invariant moment is adopted to extract features of 
object ship images. We make comparisons between the in-
variant moment of original images and the invariant mo-
ments of improved Canny operator segregation images. By 
the analysis on real data of shipping, the results prove the 
effectiveness of the improved method in this paper. It has 
high recognition accuracy on moving objects and better clas-
sification effects, which is helpful for dynamic tracking of 
ship objects. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Image edge dection and norm comparison. 

Edge Detection Operator Norm 1 Norm 2 Norm3 Times (ms) 

Canny 50.3093 0.0039 0 256.598643 

Wavelet 52.6398 0.0031 0 273.699881 

Improved method 54.2210 0.0015 0 260.120453 
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